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Introduction 
 

About four years ago I began writing this document with the intention of defining an 
artistic phenomenon that I’ve been observing and experiencing for at least a decade 
prior—primitive shapes and forms in the digital, visual art world..  In my view, art as 
generally discussed in present terms, seems almost exclusively described as 
Contemporary Art, regardless of how different one Contemporary work varies from 
another.  This document addresses part of that problem.   
 
Art historians and artists are indeed speaking about the various aspects of electro-digital 
applications.  And yet, since first participating in this broad discussion on digital art, 
around 1995 when I created my very first digital painting and print, I’ve become aware 
that the collective dialog seems disproportionately focused on technology and materials 
as opposed to what has prior been the focus in art’s history—genres, styles, ideologies, 
movements, theories, manifestos, etc.   
 
Negro Electro is but one of many new genres of art to be fully addressed in specific 
nomenclature and historical place--documented from a scholarly perspective.   
 
Current conventional wisdom on the topic of digital art informs as if that by simply 
saying “digital art”, one automatically grasps the whole of what type of art that is.  But 
imagine if you will that by simply saying “oil painting” that one would automatically 
know all about oil painting’s historical place, schools, genre or associated movements 
that use oil paint as its medium of choice? 
 
No historian would leave a discussion about oil paintings in such a vague state.  Perhaps 
they might start a dialog there, but quickly move on to the more important aspects at 
hand, describing relevant timelines, the effects of cross-pollinated ideas and influences, 
dominant themes, prominent personalities, so forth and so on. 
 
Digital art deserves no less of an examination.  And while this document may not  resolve 
every aspect of this dilemma, certain questions remain in my mind, both about this exact 
subject matter, and the whole of defining what eventually becomes historical. 
 
How is an art genre born?  Where lay the primitive in the digital?  What makes 
something different enough to be important enough?  What is the role of linguistics, 
and/or the creation of new verbiage, in shaping discussions of potential consequence? 
 
Speaking to such inquiries, the document begins with a simple description of “Negro 
Electro: An Artistic Hypothesis and Manifesto”, followed by a comparative analysis with 
“Negro Electro’s Visual Markers”, examining the work of artistic predecessors who 
helped pave the way, however unknowingly, alongside those creating in the now.. 
 
 
Max Eternity, 2010 



 

Negro Electro 
An artistic hypothesis and Manifesto  

 
 
 

This newly created art genre, Negro Electro, provides a 
well-defined forum for the mural, craft, and color field 
derivatives that Afro-Artists have contributed to the 
overall aesthetic of European-American modern art. 
Negro Electro operates with a forward-thinking 
orientation, also operating within the context of global 
advancements in electro-digital fine art.  Predecessors 
that have inspired this movement range from Harriet 
Powers, Aaron Douglass and Wilfredo Lam, to Sam 
Gilliam, Elizabeth Catlett and Henry C. Porter.  
 
In a parallel vein contrasting the 1990’s “Post-Black” 
aesthetic, Negro Electro represents a sector of the new 

Black. The “Post-Black” genre found a home by affirming its assimilation into contemporary 
art, accomplishing this via a default rejection of the Negro or Black label, while also poking 
fun at “Whiteness.” In contrast, Negro Electro articulates Blackness as a graciously inherited, 
liberating force that has a potent and formidable artistic pedigree, evolved as a consequence 
of the American Negro Diaspora. Negro Electro accepts Whiteness as a part of Blackness, 
for it is a stark reality that Americans—the West--simply cannot escape. 
 
In the abstract, Negro Electro is characterized by a collective of attributes largely defined by 
bold use of color or galvanizing monochromatic scales, lyrical composition, and ‘coded’ 
Afro-ethnic themes. Whether representational or figural, the genre often presents a quilt or 
mural inspired narration. Symbols and graphics are used to reveal a direct lineage to the 
simplistically elegant, yet primitive, pre-emancipated Negro, who would most likely have 
been creating in an arts and crafts style reminiscent of pre-
colonial Africa. Negro Electro reflects the Black experience 
in America in its essential dichotomy of the ancient and the 
present, the primitive and the modern. Yet, however 
minimalist or simplistic, Negro Electro is the embodiment of 
a sophisticated, multi-faceted expression of creativity, which 
mirrors the complex connections that contemporary Western Blacks have with Africa and 
America in this post-digital millennia. 
 
 
 
Max Eternity 2004 - 2008 
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Negro Electro’s Visual Markers 
A Comparative Analysis of Predecessors and Current Trends 

 
 
 
 

 

 
“Skeletron” (screenshot of CAD maquette for lifesize sculpture) by Max Eternity 

 
 
 

 
The artistic hypothesis for the Negro Electro fine art genre states that Negro 

Electro “provides a well-defined forum for the mural, craft, and color field derivatives that 

Afro-Artists have contributed…with a forward-thinking orientation…operating within the 

context of global advancements in electro-digital fine art.”  Under that premise, this 

document serves to further illustrate how the embodiment of Negro Electro manifests 

itself; in variation, weaving the legacy of oil paint to 2-D and 3-D virtual photo-realism, 

through the employ of CAD, vector and raster tools for painting, sculpting and other 

artistic processes.   
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                       “Sikaneka 2” by Danilo Lejardi.  2009                                         “Mec de Mystery: Seer” by Max Eternity.  2009  

 
 

 
 “Root Colors No. 6”  by Danilo Lejardi.  2009 
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Through the artwork of Danilo Lejardi and Max Eternity, a comparison is made 

between three images featuring tribal figures.  An array of electro-digital tools are used to 

create the works, though Lejardi’s imagery is primarily CAD based, while Eternity’s work is 

derived mostly from raster paint.  In spite of the differences, viewing the images in 

sequence, one sees cohesive aspects. Among these are subject matter and composition--

elements of liberation, empowerment and enlightenment oft found in urban murals, and 

tribal imagery that explicitly reflects primitive African, Afro-Indian, Afro-Sino and/or Afro-

Latino societies.   

 

Incorporation of headdress and atmospherics to the face make use of crafted ritual 

adornments associated with Africa, Aboriginal Australia, India and the pre-colonial 

Americas.  The work has transcendent qualities, and variations exist.  Eternity’s “Seer” 

has yin-yang attributes and hard-edged, geometric features reminiscent of the primitive 

aspects seen in the Bauhaus school, allowing the piece to cross-over into the Modernist 

aesthetic, while Lejardi’s “Sikaneka 2” is an ethereal photo-realistic virtual [CAD] massing 

that has been raster painted with various appliqués, giving the piece a magical, science 

fiction quality.   

 

From a historical perspective, the Negro Electro artistic hypothesis, while it may 

appear to seem totally new and original, should be understood as a most recent layer of 

the already existing and well established connection between Early-American and Early 

European Modernism and primitive African art, whether fine art or craft.   It is a 

development articulated well by Denise Murrell, writing for the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art’s Heilbrunn Timeline On Art History, where she states in her introductory paragraph to 

“African Influences in Modern Art” that: 
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During the early 1900s, the aesthetics of traditional African sculpture became a 

powerful influence among European artists who formed an avant-garde in the 

development of modern art. In France, Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso, and their School of 

Paris friends blended the highly stylized treatment of the human figure in African 

sculptures with painting styles derived from the post-Impressionist works of Cézanne and 

Gauguin. The resulting pictorial flatness, vivid color palette, and fragmented Cubist shapes 

helped to define early modernism. While these artists knew nothing of the original 

meaning and function of the West and Central African sculptures they encountered, they 

instantly recognized the spiritual aspect of the composition and adapted these qualities to 

their own efforts to move beyond the naturalism that had defined Western art since the 

Renaissance.  [http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/aima/hd_aima.htm] 

 

                   
“Untitled” Pablo Picasso’s Chicago Sculpture, 1967               “Untitled” Pablo Picasso’s Chicago Sculpture, 1967 
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“Standing Blue Nude” by Henri Matisse, 1952 
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Matisse and Picasso certainly embody this Modernist phenomenon.  Though 

additionally, a most profound manifestation of this phenomena occurring in the United 

States, are the busts, sculpted heads and other humanistic carvings by Elizabeth Catlett—

a Mid-Century Modernist of African-American decent. 

 

         
    “Mother and Child” by Elizabeth Catlett, 1971                        “Recognition” by Elizabeth Catlett, 1970 
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“The Black Woman Speaks” by Elizabeth Catlett, 1970 

 
 

Thus referring again to the artistic hypothesis for Negro Electro, the next set of 

images substantiates the notion that “predecessors that have inspired this movement 

range from Harriet Powers, Aaron Douglas and Wilfredo Lam, to Sam Gilliam, Elizabeth 
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Catlett and Henry C. Porter.”  Notice the lyrical, transcendent “spiritual” nature in each 

work, expressed poised human forms, elevated terrain and elegant heads pointing 

upwards as if communicating with the “heavens.”  

 

 
“Singing Head” (carved mahogany) by Elizabeth Catlett, 1975 
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“Aspiration”  by Aaron Douglas.  1936                            “Into Bondage”  by Aaron Douglas.  1936 

 
 

 
“Come to the Party II”  by Henry C. Porter.  1990 

 
 
In these pre-digital examples of Negro art, rhythm, modernist silhouettes and a mural 

narration is laid bare.  Pan-African commonalities are again present, in some instances 

being characterized by Egyptian imagery and lush jungle landscapes.  The vistas possess a 

radiant, meditative quality, sometimes conveyed in an “opening of the heavens.”  Like 

Eternity’s “Seer,” these images are both Afrocentric and Modernist, and like Lejardi’s 

“Sikaneka 2” the images are humanistic, ritualistic and magical. 
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“Bible Quilt” by Harriet Powers.  1886 
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“Emerging”  by Henry C. Porter.  1975 

 
 

 
“An Idyll of the Deep South”  by Aaron Douglas.  1934 
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The examples below show a close-up of Harriet Powers’ “Bible Quilt” followed by 

Max Eternity’s “Mec de Mystery: Medicine Quilt.”  Eternity’s piece consists of a scan of a 

quilted textile with digital paint overlay, printed on aluminum plate.  Powers’ piece is a 

folk-like, traditional quilt with appliqué.  The two works were created centuries apart, but 

have striking similarities.  Both appear highly tactile, while remaining narrative through 

the use of zygomorphic shapes thematic to Africa and African-Americans. 

 

 
 “Bible Quilt” (detail) by Harriet Powers.  1886 

 
 

 
“Mec de Mystery: Medicine Quilt”  by Max Eternity.  2009 
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Turning to works by Wilfredo Lam, a Cuban artist of Afro-Asian descent, by Danilo Lejardi, 

also Cuban, and by African-American Max Eternity, common threads are evident in 

another comparison. In these distinctly different images, human form is used to suggest 

primal impulse and ritual, each with a transcendent other-worldliness, as seen through 

Lam’s painting in oil, Lejardi’s digital photographic assemblage and Eternity’s digital 

ethno-graph. 

 
 

 
 

“Zambezia, Zambezia”  by Wilfredo Lam.  1950 
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“A Witch Job (the Abakua legend)”  by Danilo Lejardi.  2009 

 
 

 
“Mec de Mystery: Tribe”  by Max Eternity.  2009 

 
 

It should also be mentioned that one need not be of Afro-Ethnic decent to create in the 

Negro Electro genre, because art is often cross-cultural.  George Gershwin, an East European-

American, proved this with his award-winning, African-American themed play, Porgy and 

Bess.  Currently in the visual arts field, architect-artist Andrew Reach, another East European-

American, is demonstrating the same trend with his digital prints, which are inspired by Afro-
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Austral, Aboriginal iconography and the blues and jazz lyricism of Black America’s rich, 

Southern, musical heritage.  Also, as with Eternity’s work, much of Reach’s work employs 

circular repetition.  Similarly, the same can also be observed within work of Scott Piers, 

another non-Black artist.  This is not to suggest that circles equal Negro, but that circles equal 

primitive, which by default is associated with Afro-Ethnic primitivism.  Curiously, all of the 

following geometric abstractions have a hypnotic, meditative quality. 

 
 

 
“The Abyss of Greed”  by Andrew Reach.  2009 
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“Rock Holes and Country Near the Olgas”  by Billy Stockman Tjapaltjarri.  2007 

 
 

 
“Circular Dream #1”  by Max Eternity.  2007-2009 
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“I dreamed I Was Nine”  by Andrew Reach.  2009 
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“Gold”  by Scott Piers 

 
 

 
“Travels of the Spider Ancestors”  by Billy Stockman Tjapaltjarri.  1991 
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“Kaleidoscope #4”  by Max Eternity.  2006-2009 

 
  

Sam Gilliam, a noted African-American abstractionist who pioneered the draped 

canvas--working also with other forward thinking media--often employs circular themes. 

 

  
                “Untitled” (1999) by Sam Gilliam                                        “Chehaw” by Sam Gilliam 
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Color field is another important aspect of Negro Electro; often seen with traditional 

Afro-Artists.  In the images below, whether abstract or figural, bold use of color remains 

essential to each composition. 

 

 

“Untitled” 2002 by Sam Gilliam 
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“Wall Forest” by Sam Gilliam (Date unknown: Circa late 20th C.) 
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“Diviner”  by Danilo Lejardi.  2009 

 
 

 
“Sacred Heart #8d”  by Max Eternity. 2006-2009 
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“Root Colors No. 7”  by Danilo Lejardi.  2009 

 
 

 
“King’s Peak #1”  by Max Eternity. 2007-2009 
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The chart below shows the relationship of the (Eurocentric) Bauhaus Evolution as it 

crosses over into Negro Electro, demonstrating how post-digital Euro-American modernism 

blends into Afro-Black modernism and vice versa.  As the Negro Electro artistic hypothesis 

states, “Negro Electro accepts Whiteness as a part of Blackness, for it is a stark reality that 

Americans simply cannot escape.”  Certainly, in today’s multicultural societies, this is true not 

just of America, but of the world. 

 

Negro Electro, Bauhaus Evolution and other genres are the proposed aspects which 

make up the TADAE creative subset.  TADAE being a moniker for the Traditional And Digital 

Artist Engineer, is also that which generally defines the post-digital fine art phenomena, coined 

in term as Art 2.0  
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“Mec de Mystery: Colorfield”  by Max Eternity. 2004-2009  

 
 

### 
 
 

At the apex of art and technology, Max Eternity is a polymath who creates innovative print types reflecting the 

Bauhaus school and Early American modernism.  He is the editor and publisher to Art Digital Magazine, a 

contributing writer to Artworks Magazine (circulation 25,000), and a contributing writer to Eklektx and the Black 

Art Project.  Eternity is a noted art-theorist and inventor, currently having over two dozen utilities and intellectual 

processes in various stages of development.  In his role as a leading cultural heritage advocate, Eternity wrote the 

successful 17-page nomination to the World Monuments Fund (WMF) on behalf of the endangered Marcel Breuer 

designed Atlanta-Fulton Central Public Library, which resulted in that site being listed on the WMF’s 2010 Watch 

List—the youngest of all sites dating back 2 million years.  Additionally, Eternity is known for his high-caliber 

feature-length interviews, the most recent being with Barry Bergdoll, the Chief Curator of Architecture at New 

York’s Museum of Modern Art (MoMA). In 2008, Eternity was selected to exhibit in a Common Grounds group 

exhibition in Beijing, China.  That same year, in its last year of existence, Eternity exhibited in the 4th Annual 

“Pin-up” show, sponsored by The City of Atlanta’s, City Gallery East.  In the summer of 2010, Eternity was 

invited to present in a touring group exhibition entitled “Homage”, to be launched at the Art Institute of California 

– San Diego.  Eternity is the author of “Collecting Digital Prints”, a peer-reviewed white paper, which is currently 

under consideration for publication.  Contact Max at eternityatlanta@gmail.com. 

 
*** 

 
“Max Eternity [creates] geometric abstractions of optically seductive, circles, arcs and angles” 

 
Debra Wolf, Atlanta Journal-Constitution  

 


